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‘Darwinism by itself did not produce the Holocaust, but without Darwinism... neither Hitler nor his
Nazi Followers would have had the necessary Scientific underpinnings to convince themselves
and their collaborators that one of the World’s greatest atrocities was really morally
praiseworthy.’ - Richard Weikart, From Darwin to Hitler: Evolutionary Ethics, Eugenics, and
Racism in Germany

The purpose of this study is to provide an abbreviated list of the comprehensive
unauthorized Experimental Trials on unsuspecting Civilians by national Governments
and its various Agencies primarily since World War 2. The list will show just how
frequent and current such unauthorized Experimental Trials have been occurring and
still are. Most Trials have been either Military in nature. But there seems to be a
partnership with such Governmental Agencies of various countries that overlap with the
goals and aspirations of the Globalists Eugenicist Agenda. It will be shown that such
Experimentation on Humanity has not been to either improve life or expand its potential
but rather to curtail it and in most cases to destroy it. And that this is the case now with
the present mass vaccination attempt of the COVID Injections that is not about COVID.
Although one would expect and hope that one’s Elected Officials and Represented
Government would have the best interest in mind when it comes to the Health and
Welfare of its People, it is not always the case. It will be demonstrated, sadly that the
unwilling Civilian Population is often chosen to conduct such unauthorized Medical,
Biological and Chemical Experimentations. And that it is now the CDC, the FDA in
America and the WHO that run and rule the World, unelected and unaccountable. They
now dictate the terms of what it is to be ‘human’ and what behavior is allowed, what
type of speech is condoned, where one can work or travel or think, etc. Such
Experiments have been a secret because the Eugenics of the World believe the planet
has too many People or ‘Over-Population’.
There is reason to teach that Humanity needs to be more resourceful in planning and
caretaking of the Planet and resources but it has been shown that 7 billion humans with
1 acre of land can all be allocated into the entire country of Australia. Imagine being
self-sufficient with water, growing one’s food and having livestock and property to not
have to ‘need’ anything. One would argue that the problem is ‘overcrowding’ and how
the 1% of the Luciferian Eugenicists seek to totally horde and control all resources for
themselves. As it is, they control the Water, Food, Education, Media, Banks, Military,
Governments, etc. They infuse Pesticides and Chemicals in the food and water. They
Aerosol Spray the air with Chemtrails that contain metals and the poisons, on and on.
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It is they that pollute and destroy the Earth with their Contaminates, Chemicals and
relentless Wars. And they use or rather abuse the Civilian Populations to test their
Germ Warfare, Chemical Cocktails and new War Weapons to dumb-down and destroy
Humanity. Why? It is a spiritual issue. They have taken an ‘AntiChrist’ worldview and
paradigm in which they operate and are imposing their will and mandates. Contrary is
the Divine Mandate to ‘Be fruitful and multiply and replenish or fill the whole Earth’. This
is the Directive that YHVH gave to Humanity. Thus, any Objection, Mandate or Injection
to stop Human Reproduction and multiplication of Humanity is Satanic. This is not to
say that there is need to plan to have and support a family. There is Poverty and
Displacement, Immigration, Genocide, Wars but these conditions are due to Sin
foremost and because of the Eugenicist policies. Humanity chose to leave or not live by
the precepts of YHVH. And that the Luciferians have capitalized on the discrepancies of
Resources, Wealth and Power to usurp their version of what Humanity should look like
in terms of a ‘Likeness and Image’ that YHVH had intended for Humanity in the
beginning. The Elites have chosen Lucifer’s version Instead on behalf of all Humanity.
And who usually stands to lose are the innocent Civilians who over and over are culled
with their unauthorized Experimental Trials in the meanwhile. And currently the whole
world has been made to be one ‘Global Rat Lab’ due to their COVID-19 latest
plandemic. Usually, within the Civilian Populations, it is usually the most vulnerable and
defenseless that are chosen for that mere fact. Thus, the ones to suffer the
consequences of physical, psychological Side Effect and/or Death have been the
Handicapped, the Disabled, Foster Children, Military Personnel and the General Public
at large. The reason why this list is presented is that the current Grand Experiment
dealing with COVID-19 Injections is by far the ‘Grand Scheme’ of all Schemes. It is the
‘Tour de Force’ of the Luciferian Eugenicist dream come true now to cull Humanity.
Millions of unsuspecting Civilians all around the world have been psychologically
convinced to demand and expect to be ‘vaccinated’ with the largest Experiment in
human history. Despite the COVID Injections still under only Emergency Authorization
Use, schools are injecting Children even without Parental Consent or knowledge.
Businesses are requiring Employees to be ‘vaccinated’ or lose employment. Universities
are requiring the shots or no education, etc. The point of the study is to show that Fauci
telling the World that the ‘Vaccines’ are ‘Safe and Effective’. With the African-American
Community for example, he has tried to distance himself from the dismal record of
Government Agencies that have conducted unauthorized Experimental Trials on
Unsuspecting Civilians. It has been the People of Color chosen that have adversely and
negatively been affected the most. It will be shown how there have been U.S.
Congressional Investigations that have uncovered over 20,000 Secret Experimentations
by Government Agencies against the American People between 1910-2000. For
example, during Cold War Era, U.S. Military Personnel were repeatedly exposed to
100’s of direct Atomic and Hydrogen Bomb detonations. Pilots were instructed to fly
through DNA destroying Radiation Clouds and the list goes on and has not stopped. As
‘Science’ has seemingly become the current ‘Region’ to most, the Populace is ‘hoping’,
‘believing’ and ‘trusting’ in their Scientist Priests and Science ‘Pope’ Fauci to save them.
Such do not realize that this Angel of Death has a ‘Death Wish’ to rather destroy them.
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______________________________________
-U.S. Secret Government Test gave Patients a Substitute for Blood
Patients in various Detroit Hospitals were injecting Patients, without their Consent an
Experimental Blood Substitute being randomly tested on victims of car crashes,
shootings and/or other trauma.
Detroit, Michigan, USA
Steve Neavling
Free Press Staff Writer
May 2007
-U.S. Department of Defense Radiates Patients in Hospitals
U.S. Government contracted with nationwide Hospitals to inject Patients with Radiation
for Unauthorized Experimentation. Using Uranium and Plutonium from dosages ranging
from non-therapeutic to lethal.
Report on Search for Human Radiation Experiment Records 1944-1994.
Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments (ACHRE) Report 1995
U.S. Department of Defense Press Release
July 2007
-U.S. Secretly Fed Radioactivity to Americans - Plutonium Files
U.S. Government knowingly exposed 1000s of Military Personnel by injecting them with
Radiation Poisoning directly into the Bloodstream. In a Massachusetts School, 73
Disabled Children were spoon-fed Oatmeal laced with Radioactive Isotopes. The U.S.
Pentagon Radiated 4000 Institutionalize Children. Pregnant Wives of U.S. G.I.’s were
given supposed ‘Vitamin Pill’s by Base Doctors that contained Radioactive Uranium 239
and Plutonium 241. This led to violent miscarriages and/or death of the Mothers.
Eileen Welsome
2004
-U.S. Army Paid to Radiate Sephardic Jews in Israel
Through a paid contract with Israeli Health Minister to administer Radiation. The Israeli
Government run Public Schools would tell the Children that they were going to get a
‘Medical Check-Up and an X-Ray’. More than 110,000 Darker Skin Sephardic Jews
were given 35,000x the amount of X-Rays to the Head repeatedly.
1951-1961
-U.S. Pentagon Released Bio-Weapon on New York Subways
U.S. Pentagon tested a Deadly Bio-Weapon released in the New York Subway System.
They then place Personal in the local Hospitals to monitor the effects.
1968
-U.S. EPA Rule Loophole allows Pesticides to be Tested on Kids
Andrew Schneider
Baltimore Sun
September 2005
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-AIDS Drugs Tested on Foster Kids
Researchers Tested Drugs on 10s’ of 100s healthy Foster Children without Advocate
Protection. Many died as a result of the Experiment.
Democracy Now
December 2004
-UK Conducted Germ War Tests on Millions of Civilians
Large portions of Britain were exposed to Bacteria sprayed in Secret Trials from 1940
and 1979. The Ministry of Defense unleashed the Agents on large parts of the UK
Population into an Experiment.
Antony Barnett
The Observer
April 2002
-UK Military Conducted Nerve Gas Experiments on Military Personal in the 1950s
British Military Scientists exposed more than 3,100 human ‘Guinea Pigs’ to potent
Nerve Gases in Top-Secret Chemical Warfare Tests spanning 4 decades, according to
new figures obtained by the Guardian.
Rob Evans
The Guardian
September 1999
-UK Sprayed Civilians in Wiltshire with Sarin
Crop-duster aircraft flown by U.S. and U.K. Military Personal sprayed deadly Chemical
Weaponized Sain and VX over the Wiltshire countryside in the late 1960s more than
2000 times with deadly consequences.
Chris Ayer
The LA Times
2002
_________________________________
Vaccine Variables
Considering the drastic and dismal ‘vaccine’ track record that the USA and other
countries have had in particular when using Emergency Use and immediate roll-outs of
Experimental Vaccines on People, this is why such a hesitancy in accepting such a new
type of inoculation technology as the mRNA Injections for COVID are in order. Yet it
seems People are now believing the lies of the Science Gods that are now running and
dictating the terms of what it is to be human and can do, say, believe. The following are
but a small portion of the list of how ‘vaccines’ and ‘experiments’ have harmed and
killed People.
1932 Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment
It was an ethically abusive study conducted between 1932 and 1972 (40 years) by the
United States Public Health Service (PHS) and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). The purpose of this study was to observe the natural history of
untreated syphilis.
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The African-American men who participated in the study were told that they were
receiving ‘Free Health Care’ from the Federal Government of the United States, but they
did not. In the study, investigators enrolled a total of 600 impoverished African-American
sharecroppers from Macon County, Alabama. Of these men, 399 had latent syphilis,
with a control group of 201 men. None of the infected men were treated with Penicillin
despite the fact that by 1947, the Antibiotic was widely available and had become the
standard treatment for Syphilis. The study caused the Deaths of 128 of its AfricanAmerican men participants.
1955 Polio Vaccine
There was the Cutter Incident. It was when the U.S. Government announced the first
vaccine to protect children against Polio. Within days, Labs had made thousands of lots
of the Polio Vaccine. What happened? Batches made by one company, Cutter Labs,
‘accidentally’ put the Live Polio Virus in the vaccine and it caused an outbreak. More
than 200,000 children got the Polio Vaccine. Within days, the U.S. Government had to
abandon the program. But it was too late. A whole generation was maimed. That was
the plan. It was no ‘accident’. Seriously? And the Scientists say, ‘Trust Us’. ‘Have faith
in the vaccine’. Pathetic. Worse is that this is still the plan as Bill Gates had employed
the same ‘mistake’ in Africa. See link:
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Delhi/vaccine-induced-paralysis-calls-for-actionsays-study/article24740588.ece
1955 to 1963 Polio Vaccines
However, the Polio Vaccine ‘mistake’ continued for a good decade. As the ‘mistake’ was
said to be ‘corrected’, there was actually a lack of oversight as the Scientists ‘failed’ to
discover another problem with the Polio Vaccine. What happened for over a decade
later? Well, between 10% and 30% of the subsequent Polio Vaccines were
contaminated with the Simian Virus 40 (SV40). But it was too late. A subsequent
generation was maimed again. That was the plan. It was no ‘accident’. Seriously? And
the Scientists still say, ‘Trust Us’. ‘Have faith in the vaccine’. Pathetic. Worse is that this
is still the plan as the Globalists are employing the same ‘mistake’ in now worldwide
with the COVID-19 shots. And the People believed their lies and deceptions.
1976 Swine Flu Vaccine
Army recruits in Fort Dix, New Jersey, fell ill from a Virulent form of Influenza. It was
similar to the one that triggered the deadly 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic. It did not
spread beyond the Army Base, but what was this Variant doing still alive so many years
later? The solution? The CDC nonetheless presented its plan for mass vaccination of
the USA. Then President Gerald Ford, vowed to ‘protect Americans’.
But months later, when the ‘pandemic’ never arrived, the vaccination program came to
be known as the ‘Swine Flu Fiasco.’ The mass vaccination program came to an abrupt
halt. But it was too late. About 45 million Americans received the Swine Flu shot against
an H1N1 Influenza strain known to circulate in pigs. What happened when they listened
to the ‘Scientists’ and the CDC? Many developed a rare Neurological Condition called
Guillain-Barré Syndrome and many died due to the ‘vaccine’. Why?
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The vaccine was released hastily like the COVID-19 ‘vaccines’ have been and the
results will be the same with adverse Side Effects and Death. As most have gotten the
shot, it is too late.
1991 Gulf War 1 Syndrome
The Anthrax Vaccine was yet another ‘Emergency Use Authorization’ Experimental
vaccine mandated to all Service Men and Women during the 1st Iraqi Invasion.
The illness was tied to the compulsory vaccination of roughly 150,000 service men and
women deployed during the 1991 Gulf War. In 2017, a short documentary titled Vaccine
Syndrome was written and directed by Scott Miller. The film was based on a RAC-GWVI
Government Report released in 2008.
The Report suggested that there was a link between Gulf War Syndrome and the
Experimental Anthrax Vaccine. The Report and the film, Vaccine Syndrome makes the
claim that over 35,000 Gulf War veterans died as a result of receiving the mandated
Experimental Anthrax Vaccine during the period of time leading up to and during that
conflict. This amounts to more U.S. Service Men and Women killed since Vietnam and
more than both Gulf Wars combined. As noted, the film Vaccine Syndrome cites a
specific government research paper from 2008 titled, ‘Gulf War Illness and the Health of
Gulf War Veterans: Scientific Findings and Recommendations’.
Since the end of the 1991 Gulf War, there had been numerous reports from Veterans of
unexplained, multi-symptom illnesses. These illnesses included Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome, Fibromyalgia, Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders, and other undiagnosed
illnesses. The symptoms of these illnesses were similar to Autoimmune Diseases and
this is what the COVID-19 shots will also cause on a massive scale within 2-3 years.
What happened?
As many Soldiers filed lawsuits, the Pentagon asked the CDC to authorize the
Emergency Use clause. Since that time, the mandate was changed from ‘mandatory’ to
‘voluntarily’ in taking the Experimental Anthrax Shot. Did this issue get resolved? No.
Where the long-term effects of the shot made and/or evaluated? No. It happened again.
2001-2007 Gulf War 2
It was reported, for example as early as 2018 that the U.S. Army Officials in Korea had
announced through a U.S. 8th Army Memo warning Soldiers about potentially ‘bad
Anthrax Vaccines’ given on a large scale of those serving in Iraq from 2001-07. The
announcement caused an explosion of activity on social media after a Memo from the
2nd Battalion, 1st Air Defense Artillery Regiment, in Korea began circulating that Memo
on various Soldier’s Facebook accounts.
The Memo was intended to advise Soldiers who possibly received bad Anthrax
Vaccines from Fort Campbell, Kentucky, and Fort Drum, New York, from 2001 to 2007.
This was during Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom. The
purpose of the Memo was though to inform the Soldiers that they could qualify for
Veterans Affairs Benefits if that was the case. What happened?
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The U.S. Army denied it and the Memo was retracted. Yet, now with the COVID-19,
another Experimental Vaccine and rolled-out on an Emergency Authorization Use
provision. And worse, the U.S. Army is pressuring every U.S. Soldier, Sailor, Marine,
etc., to get the shot. Will another 35,000 Service Men and Woman need to die or more
this time around? It has been shown by many Scientists and Doctors who are getting
censored that this Experimental COVID-19 ‘Vaccine’ is not that but Gene Therapy as
noted. It will suppress one’s Natural Immune System when exposed to the natural
Corona Viruses.
2009 Swine Flu Vaccine H1N1
In another attempt by the Powers-That-Be, they designed the next pandemic strain of
Swine Flu. From where? Asia. It was then released. The then Obama administration
originally predicted that 160 million vaccine doses would be available. As people stood
in lines for the shots, only 28 million doses were available. By the time the vaccines
were plentiful, the ‘pandemic’ was ‘flattened’ and the WHO declared the ‘pandemic’
over.
Their ‘pandemic’ scare did not work that time. In the aftermath, the CDC concluded that
the Mass Vaccination Program had moved forward too rashly. They should have
stopped the agenda altogether. But that was not the plan. Today, the same scenario is
playing-out with the released COVID-19 virus from Asia, and its planned vaccine
miracle that will not be a Life-Saver but a Destroyer of Humanity.
According to the analysis, the H1N1 shot for the pandemic was not a success because
it was a matter of timing as well as of public perception, policymaking, and how the
Science was presented. They failed. Due to Operation Lock Step by the Rockefellers
and Operation Dark Winter by the U.S. Federal Government, the Power-That-Be
learned from their mistakes and have now perfected the timing of the virus’ released,
taken over the Main Stream Media to foster positive perception about receiving the
shots, and censor those that do not. They bought-off corrupt Politicians and Scientists.
2020 COVID-19 ‘Vaccine’
This time, the Powers-that-Be have perfected the roll-out to make sure the shots would
be available but marginally enough to cause a false ‘supply and demand’ in that it
appeared there were not enough so as to increase the demand and sustain the interest,
desire and willingness to take the shots. It is Psychology and Economics 101. And who
did they pick to be the mouthpiece for the pandemic management? Dr. Fauci.
Thanks to the Trump Administration, the delivery of the COVID-19 shots became a U.S.
Military Operation. It is not about COVID-19. It is a military live exercise called,
‘Operation Warp Speed’. It has already funded about 800 million doses of shots from
the main 6 vaccine manufacturers all owned by the Eugenic Globalists. This time
around, the Device or shots utilized their new mRNA technologies never before tested
on humans. Moncef Slaoui, PhD, was the Chief Advisor for Operation Warp Speed, and
worked with the National Vaccine Advisory Committee.
_______________________________
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